
File No.: 6460 SHIM

March 29, 2010

Dear Resident:

The District of Coldstream invites you to an Open House to share information from the
SHIM review conducted on Coldstream Creek, Brewer Creek and Craster Creek in 2009.

Where: District of Coldstream Council Chambers
9901 Kalamalka Road, Coldstream

When: May 3, 2010
Time: 7:00 p.m.

Members from the Environmental Advisory Committee, Ecoscape Environmental
Consultants Ltd. (authors of the report) and municipal staff will be there to present the
report findings.

What is SHIM?

SHIM refers to a Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping of watersheds and is a 
methodology of mapping fish and aquatic habitats, watercourses and associated riparian
communities. It is a process that includes walking and observing waterways, and using
GPS and other mapping tools to map the results. The process has been standardized for
comparisons with other studied watercourses and throughout participating communities.

What is in a SHIM report?

SHIM reports typically show maps of segments of the waterways and provides backup
reporting that records many aspects of a waterway including length of waterway segment,
type of channel, type of flow, level of human impact, bank height, water width and depth,
details of observed riparian and adjacent flora and fauna, potential for spawning and fish
habitat, discharges, erosion, fencing and springs. They map the extent of riparian habitat
available for wildlife and fisheries.

Why conduct a SHIM review?

SHIM reports aid in incorporating waterway protection into the municipal planning
process, indicate areas where the waterways could be impaired and/or polluted, assist in
stormwater plans, aid in assessing habitat changes, prioritize restoration and enhancement
projects, identify sensitive habitats, identify adequate waterway setbacks, provide
baseline studies for future mapping, and highlight areas that would require more in-depth
studies.
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Where can I find the SHIM report on Coldstream, Brewer and Craster Creeks?

There are three ways to access the information from the SHIM Report:

1) There will be a hard copy of the report at the Open House.
2) The SHIM Report can be found on the District of Coldstream's website

www.DistrictofColdstream.ca under xxxxx.
3) The Community Mapping Network compiles SHIM data from across British

Columbia and has made them available on-line at www.c-mnbc.ca.
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